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O P T I M I Z E D  P R O D U C T I O N  T R A C K I N G

A strong concrete operation means having comprehensive data to support decisions that will 
maximize your plant’s production. Better information keeps you on the cutting-edge – and 
Egan Company’s IntelliBatchTM automation system can sharpen your process through superior 
production tracking. 

Production Station Counting
Maximize asset utilization and minimize 
production stocking variances. Keep real-
time inventory using automatic tabulation 
of bags filled, blocks/pavers made, and other 
products and materials. 

Quality Tracking
Accurately track the quality of a finished 
product by referencing its related batch 
parameters, record, and production user. This 
is compiled data throughout the production 
cycle that’s retrievable from a SQL database. 

Production Accountability
Link recipe and production changes as 
IntelliBatch records logged-in users, activity 
helping to reinforce accountability, and 
evaluates performances. 

Production Monitoring
IntelliBatch can empower multiple 
production groups ability to monitor and 
display metrics such as totals, rates, and 
efficiency. With production and recipe 
revision tracking enhancements, the state of 
production can easily be captured and shared 
with employees and managers. 

Downtime Tracker
Optimize plant output by utilizing reason 
codes to guide system adjustments after 
downtime events. Production restarts require 
reason codes, which help identify the issue 
and tracks operator run-time and events. 
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I N T E L L I B AT C H

EGAN’S INTELLIBATCHTM 
TEAM offers engineered 
control and data processing 
systems for the operation 
of concrete plants. With our 
sweeping range of features 
geared toward quality and 
control, IntelliBatch covers 
all the bases for your new or 
existing concrete plant. 

EGAN COMPANY is a 
system integrator and 
specialty contractor 
that delivers attention, 
commitment, and 
craftsmanship to every 
project. IntelliBatchTM 
products were developed 
in-house as a result of 
experience working within 
hundreds of concrete 
facilities.

SAFETY is a significant 
component of all Egan 
Company projects, and 
we invest resources into 
keeping it that way. In fact, 
we have been recognized 
as one of America’s Safest 
Companies.


